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Overview of the Year

The Kent Scheme of work has been purchased to provide an overview of skills and progression from Year 1
to Year 6. It has provided scaffolded planning with an extensive list of investigations for teachers to plan and
adapt. It has helped teachers to secure knowledge and understanding and feel happier to teach from.
Website links and scientists (from the past and present) have been useful.
Resources have been purchased to support planning and the children’s learning.
Introduction of Science trip.
Pupil conferencing November 2020.
Staff meeting about key messages, child-led investigations and recording using labelled diagrams rather
than writing.
Subject leadership was allocated but more collaborative time needed to check what has been implemented.
Talking with teachers/LSAs has been useful to discover how they feel about teaching science. More support
planned for the future to raise standards and confidence.
1:1 planning with year group
Team teaching/coaching in classes/year groups
Assessment of knowledge and application of this within carrying out investigations (in a context).
Model being a scientist to colleagues and children.
SEND provision.
June 2022:
Pupil Conferencing February 2022
Science team are creating MTPs for every year each half term linked to Kent scheme of work and in
discussion with Year groups.
Updating assessment and curriculum content as we plan.
Assessment focus for all year groups - working scientifically
SEND provision added to MTPs planning. Teachers encouraged to adapt this for the needs of their class.
September 2022
Hampshire have updated all Learning Journeys and these have been used to add to every years’ planning.
Planning for EYFS - Year 6 has been completed for the year.
Key Vocabulary produced by Hampshire. This has been added to planning.
INSET day - teachers asked to display key scientists and key vocabulary in classrooms. Teachers asked to
refer to key scientists within lessons.
Science team continuing to promote CLEAPSS and safety in science.
Science coordinator network meeting to be attended in October.
At the start of each unit, teachers to revisit previous learning from NC.
Assessment in place for end of unit.
Science lessons observed across the school
Pupil conferencing PP/SEN
Shared Science with governors
Science books for KS2 and year 2
Knowledge organisers to support retrieval
Science Networking
Science week planned for w/b 13th March
SEN science training to teachers and LSAs
Teachers in school asking for advice and they know who the science team are

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact



Intent Our vision is to give children a science curriculum that enables them to explore and discover the
world around them. We aim to provide opportunities to nurture children’s curiosity through an
inquiry-based curriculum that promotes exploration and investigation. Our aim is that these
learning opportunities will help children secure and extend their skills and knowledge while
encouraging a lifelong interest in science.

The understanding of key ideas in science is built on across the key stages and a progression of
skills allows pupils to move from early observations and exploration, to considered questioning
and drawing out of ideas. Strategies to allow pupils to show their deeper understanding of key
scientific ideas include; making observations, asking questions, planning their own investigations,
producing annotated drawings, drawing scientific conclusions and developing their skills as young
scientists.

Implementation ● Kent Scheme of Work to aid planning but now adaptive to suit our children,
curriculum and school site

● New/improving resources
● Talking about science more - strengths and what we can do to improve
● Updated learning journeys from Hampshire
● CLEAPPS safety cards referenced on MTPs. Teachers consider these before

lessons.
● Hampshire has produced key vocabulary for years 1-6
● Assessment at the end of each half term with an emphasis on disciplinary

knowledge
● Knowledge organisers
● Science books for KS2 and Year 2

Impact Year groups have started to use the Kent Schemes of Work when planning lessons.
Planning is targeted more towards class/year group.
Science Team Plan with reference to Learning Journeys and Kent Scheme of Work.
Substantive knowledge reviewed to inform teaching
Children and teachers are increasingly working scientifically
Retrieval activities in place but not embedded
Science books - easily see substantive and disciplinary knowledge
Children refer to knowledge Organisers
Teachers in school asking for advice

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc

Children conferencing November 2020
Kent Scheme of work introduced Autumn 2021 - planning being monitored.
Children conferencing Feb 2022
Assessment in place for the end of each unit
Whole school planning in place
Asessments
Lessons observations
Pupil voice
Book scrutiny

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …

Kent Scheme of work has clear progression set out
Assessments have been identified on MTPs and new assessment documents.
From assessments, leaders aware of children not meeting expectations and teachers aware of who needs
extra support
Developing retrieval

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc

How do we assess all of our learners?
End of unit assessment



How do we make science accessible to all?
Support identified for children with specific learning needs on MTPs
How can we improve teacher subject knowledge and child-led learning?
Subject knowledge and vocabulary highlighted on MTPs.
Previous learning added to MTP
What is the Impact of retrieval?
With the developments of the school grounds, how can we incorporate this into our planning?
What is the profile of science now like in school?

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?

Trying to make science accessible to all by - adult support, resources, larger font
Mixed ability grouping - careful consideration
Pure science and children record in different ways
Open and closed questioning
Craft of teaching a ‘good’ science lesson for all
Key Scientists displayed in classrooms - chosen to reflect diversity and gender
Key vocabulary displayed in classrooms
Staff and LSA SEN training

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?

Monitoring impact of new planning - teaching and learning
Disciplinary knowledge tracked through each year group
Retrieval of substantive knowledge

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

Microscopes - more awe and wonder, feeling like scientists
Digital scales - accurate investigations
Thermometers - used all across year groups, accuracy in investigations
Tea light holders - investigations
Pulse rate monitors - investigations
Metre sticks - investigations
Wires, motors, bulbs and batteries - investigations
Fossils
Clear out of cupboard so science resources can now be easily located

What key resources do you still need and why?

Yearly consumables (batteries, bulbs, candles)
Increasing the amount of resources generally so children are able to work in smaller groups of 6 making the
investigations more meaningful for children and being inclusive to all.,
Beakers

Why do we teach what we teach?

What are the
SIX key skills for
your subject?

Questioning
Investigating
Application of knowledge into different contexts
Drawing conclusions
Accurate measuring
Use of key vocabulary

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

Planning and assessment

What is your The National Curriculum



rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

Links to all other subjects
Should be taught at least once a week (average 1hr and 24minutes according to Ofsted)

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

The Kent Scheme of Work
Time to check that year groups are covering the requirements

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s.What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

Thirst for knowing more
Engagement in the world around them
Asking why!
Wanting to and knowing how to pursue the science subject and/or a career in science
The art, wonder, design and engineering of the subject

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject?

See assessment feedback sheets
Honest feedback so planning can be iupdated

How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?

Assessment feedback sheets. Progression of skills document clearly identifies the assessment focus so
progress can be monitored.

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?

Generic SEND provision created in discussion with SENCo team. Attached to all MTPs.
Staff training around SEND

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

Questioning
AfL - not making assumptions based on English and Maths
Child-led investigations

What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

Richard Aplin meetings in Autumn 2020, Spring 2021
Networking autumn term/spring term

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?

Staff meeting
Child-led investigations
Planning
LLP visit - ways to refine current provision.

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these? - If you
haven’t overcome these, you may want to write what would help.

Historically, subject leaders have not fully had time to liaise with year groups to help and support with



science.
MTPs, SEND provision now in place
Through MTP, teachers feel more confident to teach science due to unit knowledge on planning
Previous and subsequent knowledge is identified on MTP
Enabling and improving progression through the key stages

What are the key elements of your action plan for Jan 2022 - July 2022?

Assessment
Time to have conversation (as a subject team and with other year groups)
Staff audit - checking staff confidence and staff knowledge
Staff in school can now identify science team and are approachable to ask questions.

New Questions - March 2023

Question 1: What makes your subject ambitious?
● In Science there are high expectations for all pupils. By removing barriers to learning and providing

appropriate scaffolding, we strive to enable all pupils to meet the same objectives. Pupils with the
most complex needs may require curricular goals to be adapted, but it is recognised that the aims
and specified end-points set out in the National Curriculum apply to all.

● Science is taught as a discrete subject to highlight its value and to ensure progression of substantive
and disciplinary knowledge throughout the primary phase. Links are made with overarching project
themes, therefore enriching the global learning experience.

● Bespoke planning recognises the aims and subject content outlined in the National Curriculum and
references what pupils need to learn to achieve them.

● Pupils develop the substantive knowledge of Science by learning the subject content outlined in the
National Curriculum. They develop disciplinary knowledge by incorporating “working scientifically”
through all units of learning.

● Key vocabulary has been identified for each area of Science, and progression is identified on
planning.

● In terms of progression of knowledge, the sequence of learning enables pupils to build on the ideas
and skills they have previously learned. Retrieval practices are essential to this and prior learning is
revisited and refreshed.

● Teachers are clear about what they want pupils to learn, rather than what they want them to do.
Planning documents specify prior learning and next steps to increase teacher confidence and make
best use of learning time. Teaching approaches take account of pupils’ levels of expertise.

● As pupils become more proficient in areas of disciplinary knowledge, classroom activities become
more varied and open-ended and pupil led..

● Formative assessment offers immediate feedback for learners and is apparent in all lessons in the
form of peer and teacher responses to work. Summative assessment is focused on work in science
books. Teachers are aware that they need to think carefully about the objective when assessing final
outcomes.

Question 2: What makes your subject tailored for St Mark's children?

● Bespoke planning builds progression in skills and is linked with the overarching project theme.
● Planning is reviewed yearly to adapt activities to meet the needs of the new cohort of children.
● Science is incorporated into curriculum enrichment experiences i.e Science Week.
● Builds on skills
● Enables challenge and enjoyment; breadth; progression; depth; personalisation and choice;

coherence; relevance.
● Utilises the immediate environment and local area.
● Careful resourcing enables us to facilitate the learning opportunities in our planning.

Question 3: What are the key aspects of your subject that you want children to learn?
How to:

● Apply disciplinary knowledge into different contexts.
● Ensure substantive knowledge is embedded and referred to



● Know that science is a diverse subject and should be accessible for all
● Develop excitement for the subject

What does SEND look like in your subject?

● To make Science lessons inclusive, teachers anticipate potential barriers particular children may
have to participating and learning.

● In planning, teachers consider ways of minimising or reducing those barriers so that all pupils can
participate fully and learn.

● In some activities, pupils with SEN and/or disabilities will be able to take part in the same way as
their peers. In others, some modifications or adjustments will need to be made to include everyone.

● For some activities, it is appropriate to provide a ‘parallel’ activity for pupils with SEND, so that they
can work towards the same lesson objectives as their peers, but in a different way − eg using a
computer simulation of a process rather than manipulating equipment.


